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Abstract

Head and neck cancer is the seventh most common type 
of cancer worldwide, and the development of immunother-
apy is conducive to the preservation of function and the im-
provement of prognosis. We intersected the immune gene 
database ImmPort and InnateDB databases and selected 
specific modules by WGCNA. We performed uni-/multi-vari-
ate Cox regression analyses to screen their prognostic roles 
in HNSCC patients from TCGA. GO and KEGG were used to 
define the functional enrichment of specific immune gene 
modules. Three prognostic immune genes were identified 
as prognostic genes, including DEFB1, PTX3and SEMA3G. 
According to the median risk scores of patients, we divided 
HNSCC patients into low- and high-risk subgroups. In ad-
dition, the expression levels of many immune checkpoints 
positively correlated with the expression of prognostic genes 
but also indicated the immuno-microenvironment status of 
HNSCC. Finally, we validated the correlation of clinical base-
line information of prognostic model genes by qRT-PCR and 
we found SEMA3G inhibited HNSCC cell growth and migra-
tion in TU212 and Fadu cells. In conclusion, we established a 
risk model based on immune-related genes showing excel-
lent prognostic prediction ability and we discovered for the 
first time that SEMA3G plays an oncogenic role in HNSCC.

Keywords: Immune; TCGA; Head and Neck Squamous Cell
Carcinoma; Prognosis.

Introduction

Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma (HNSCC) is a com-
mon malignant tumor that originates from the mucous epithe-
lium of the oral cavity, pharynx, and larynx. HNSCC is a hetero-
geneous disease, which owning to the anatomical complexity of 
the subsites, caused various risk factors and complex treatment 
methods [1]. With the rapid development of immunotherapy, 
Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors (ICI) were approved by FDA for 

the patients with advanced head and neck cancer. When the 
patients obtained positive biomarkers, such as PD1 or PDL1, 
pembrolizumab would be treated as first-line therapy in clini-
cal treatment [2-4]. However, there are still a huge number of 
patients with HNSCC who cannot benefit from immune check-
point inhibitors therapy. Thus, it is necessary to explore a reli-
able immune-related biomarker to predict the survival risk of 
HNSCC and affect the sensitivity and effectiveness of immuno-
therapy.
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Immune-Related Genes (IRGs) have been reported to be 
closely associated with the occurrence and development of 
cancer, and partial IRGs could be a potential biomarker and af-
fect the tumor immune microenvironment [5]. In recent years, 
the relationship between immune genes and cancer develop-
ment has attracted increasing attention from many research-
ers. With the purpose of new concepts and algorithms, more 
and more studies have focused on the characterization of im-
mune genes for various types of cancer, such as hepatocellu-
lar carcinoma [6], clear cell renal cell carcinoma [7], epithelial 
ovarian cancer [8], and so on. In the meanwhile, there was also 
explored a potential prognostic biomarker and a new immu-
notherapy target through pan-cancer analysis [9]. The distinct 
risk IRGs influence tumor immune microenvironment (TIME), 
immune cell infiltration, and immune invasion, which would 
further affect the prognosis of HNSCC. Head and neck cancer is 
an intrinsically immune-suppressing disease and fewer patients 
responded well to the ICIs, it has fostered research into the 
immune landscape HNSCC concerning outcome [10]. The key 
challenge was the selection of suitable patients and identifying 
effective treatment regimens. To find out better curative effects 
and explore more treatment methods, many researchers have 
reported that the expression of immune-related genes was dif-
ferent among immune cells and influenced HNSCC patient prog-
nosis [11,12]. Just like cancer-associated fibroblasts cell (CAFs), 
a common stromal cell, it has been reported to play important 
roles in HNSCC progression and prognosis, such as participation 
in tumor cell proliferation, angiogenesis, and immunosuppres-
sion [13]. Besides, more effective and individualized treatments 
have been trying further explored combined with the compre-
hensive analysis of genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics 
[14-17].

In this study, we systematically filtrated and evaluated the 
IRGs and TIME characteristics of HNSCC patients by WGCNA by 
transcriptome expression data. Predicted function mechanism 
of IRGs and identified several potential IRGs to further construct 
a risk model to evaluate the prognosis and tumor immune mi-
croenvironment of disease. Finally, we selected markers sup-
ported by previous literature for verification and performed 
the correlation analysis with immune checkpoint, which maybe 
provide a new reference to enhance the sensitivity and effec-
tiveness of immunotherapy.

Results

Differentially expressed immune-related genes and func-
tional enrichment pathways from the TCGA-HNSC

Compared with the immune-related genes (downloaded 
from ImmPort and InnateDB) and differentially expression 
genes in the TCGA-HNSC patients’ cohorts, we took the inter-
section of the two databases to a total of 6196 immune-related 
genes (Supplementary Table S1) and 591 different expression 
genes by limma R package (Supplementary Table S2), including 
142 down genes and 449 up genes (Figure 1). Next, we per-
formed enrichment analysis by Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) analysis, to realize 
related functions of selected genes (Supplementary Table S3 
and Supplementary Table S4). The mainly function enrichment 
pathway contained cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction, 
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, Epstein-Barr virus infection, JAK-
STAT signaling pathway and MAPK signaling pathway in Figure 
2. In addition, the bar plot and bubble plot displayed the result 
of GO enrichment analysis (Supplementary Figure S1).

Weighted genes co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) 
construction and module detection

To further select the key immune-related genes, we per-
formed WGCNA to search the most clinically relevant modules 
and the selected soft threshold was 5 with scaled free R2 more 
than 0.9. In the constructed co-expression network, turquoise 
model is the top significant modules in the network, which has 
significant difference between tumor and normal (P<0.001). In 
turquoise module, 105 genes are positive expression in normal 
and negative expression in tumor (Figure 1). 

Confirmation of the IRGs prognosis signature

Univariate and multivariate Cox analysis were performed to 
determine the independent prognostic genes for OS among 105 
candidate genes and the prognostic model for HNSCC samples 
calculated by the formula. Risk score = Expression (IRGs) × Coef-
ficient (IRGs). Baseline data of clinical information integrity 528 
HNSC patients from TCGA cohort was showed in Supplementary 
Table S5. First, univariate Cox analysis showed that 6 immune-
related genes had the risk of affecting the prognosis of patients 
(Table 1) and multivariate Cox analysis revealed three genes 
(DEFB1, PTX3, and SEMA3G) significantly affecting the OS of pa-
tients with HNSCC(P<0.05) in Supplementary Figure S2. The Ka-
plan Meier (KM) survival curves were showed in Supplementa-
ry Figure S3. Next, the result of univariate and multivariate Cox 
analysis was performed the signature on the signature genes 
to construct nomogram (Figure 3A). And then, time dependent 
ROC curves were applied to evaluate the predictive accuracy 
of nomogram and immune-related gene risk model (Figure 3B, 
C). Calibration curves in 3-year and 5-year were used to assess 
the consistency between predicted and actual survival outcome 
(Figure 3D, E). 

Evaluation and verification of the IRGPI risk prediction 
model

According to the median of risk score, patients were divided 
into high- risk and low-risk groups. The expression of these six 
genes, survival status and the risk score distribution were pre-
sented in Figure 4A-C. As the risk score increased, the death 
risk of patients increased and the survival time decreased 
(Figure 4B, C). In addition, we found the risk model was asso-
ciated with clinical staging, particularly stage T and N (Figure 
4D). Univariate Cox analysis indicated that the risk of Immune 
Related Genes Prognosis Index (IRGPI) was remarkably associ-
ated with OS [hazard ratio (HR): 1.729, 95% CI: 1.358-2.200, p 
<0.001; Figure 4E] and multivariate Cox analysis further showed 
that IRGPI risk model was a predictor of OS (HR: 1.751, 95% CI: 
1.380-2.223, p <0.001; Figure 4F). The risk score was the key 
one in all groups (Table 2). The conclusion was validated in the 
GEO dataset, which confirmed that the mortality risk in high-
risk group of IRGPI risk model was higher than low-risk group 
in the GSE85446 and GSE65858 validation dataset (p < 0.001; 
Supplementary Figure S4).

Correlation of the IRGPI signature with TME and immune 
cell infiltration and ICB therapy-related molecule susceptibility

According to the cibersort results, we found that the high and 
low risk groups were mainly distributed in a subset of immune 
cells, including B cells native, plasma cells, T cells CD8, T cells 
follicular helper, T cells regulatory (Tregs), Macrophages M0, 
Dendritic cells activated, Mast cells resting, Mast cells activated 
and Eosinophils. Otherwise, patient survival time are influenced 
by dendritic cells resting, Macrophages M0, Macrophages M2, 
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Mast cells resting, NK cells resting and T cells CD8(P<0.05). In 
addition, according to the result of single-sample GSEA (ssG-
SEA), that a method estimated the relative abundance of each 
type of immune cells and relative immune signature enrichment 
scores in HNSCC. We found the high-risk group was significantly 
associated with many immune cell infiltration and generally 
low expression compared with normal tissue, which is further 
proofed characteristics of immunosuppressive disease in head 
and neck cancer (Figure 5). Interestingly, in the result of ciber-
sort and ssGSEA, we found that macrophages M2 (p < 0.001) 
were more significant than overall macrophages (p < 0.041). It 
may be that different subtypes of macrophages play an antago-
nistic role. Based on the results of immune infiltration, we were 
plotted the survival curve (p < 0.05; Supplementary Figure S5) 
and we found 9 kinds of immune cell has a significant influence 
in this IRGPI model. There are 26 results has a discrepancy ex-
pression in different group (Figures 6) and in high-risk group 4 
of them have an obviously worse prognosis than low-risk group 
in Supplementary Figure S6 (P<0.001). In the meanwhile, to 
investigate the latent ICB immunotherapy treatment effect of 
IRGPI risk score model in patients with HNSCC, we analyzed the 
correlation between the ICB therapy key targets and Hub genes 
signature (Figure 7A). In addition, we found most of Hub genes 
were markedly positive correlated to ICB therapy key targets 
(Figure 7B-J), and HAVCR2 had a strong correlation with DEFB1 
(R = -0.093; p = 0.037), PTX3 (R = 0.2; p = 5.4e-06) and SEMA3G 
(R = 0.32; p = 5.4e-13).

Experimental Validation in vitro and in vivo

To further validate the signature we constructed, we ana-
lyzed the expressions of three immune-related prognosis genes 
in 33 HNSCC samples and matched normal controls from the 
clinical cancer cohort. As shown in Supplementary Figure 7, 
the expressions of SEMA3G (P <0.05) and DEFB1 (P <0.05) were 
significantly up-regulated in HNSCC tissues compared with ad-
jacent HNSCC tissue, while PTX3 (P <0.05) expressed the op-
posite, which were consistent with our previous analysis from 
TCGA database. We calculated the risk scores of 33 HNSCC pa-
tients according to the four immune-related prognosis genes 
signature we established before. All 33 HNSCC patients were 
divided into high- and low-risk subgroups with the median of 
risk score. Chi-square test analysis demonstrated that high risk 
scores were related with tumor location (P =0.035), and clinical 
T stage (P <0.001) (Table 3). However, there was no significant 
difference between risk score and other clinical stage charac-
teristics, such as N stage and clinical stage. The reason may be 
due to the insufficient number of clinical samples, and we will 
expand the number of clinical sample for further study in the 
future.

In addition, we further performed experimental analysis of 
genes in prognostic signatures to validate their function in HN-
SCC cell growth and migration. Since SEMA3G have relatively 
high coefficient levels and were robust in the previously con-
structed models, the oncogenic role of SEMA3G was assessed 
in further experiments. The level of SEMA3G mRNA expression 
were significantly down-regulated in TU212 and Fadu cell as 
compared with control BEAS-2B cells (Figure 8A). To explore the 
function of SEMA3G in an HNSCC cell line, we overexpressed 
SEMA3G in TU212 and Fadu cells. The mRNA expression was 
significantly upregulated (Figure 8B). In addition, CCK8 showed 
SEMA3G transfection reduced the proliferative capacity of 

TU212 and Fadu cells (Figure 8C). Furthermore, transwell mi-
gration showed that SEMA3G overexpression significantly re-
duced TU212 and Fadu cells migration and invasion (Figure 8D). 
Wound healing assays indicated that TU212 and Fadu cells mi-
gration steadily decreased following SEMA3G transfection in vi-
tro (Figure 8E). These results suggest that immunosuppression 
affects disease progression of HNSCC malignancy. Anti-SEMA3G 
medication has been suggested as a potential HNSCC treatment 
strategy.

Figure 1: Identification and screening of immune-related HUB 
gene. (A) Heatmap plot for differentially expressed IRGs in TCGA-
HNSCC. (B) Aberrant genes were displayed by cluster dendrogram 
and color of co-expression network modules from WGCNA. (C) 
Various soft-thresholding powers through scale-free fit index and 
mean connectivity. (D) The relationship between the modules and 
clinical traits in TCGA-HNSCC.

Figure 2: Gene ontology and KEGG analysis of the differentially 
expressed genes in TCGA-HNSCC. (A,B) KEGG enrichment analysis 
results for differential genes. (C) GO enrichment analysis results 
in circle plot. (D) KEGG enrichment analysis results in circle plot. 
KEGG, kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes.
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Figure 3: Confirmation of prognostic value of the IRPGs in HN-
SCC cases. (A) Nomogram was assembled by clinical characteristic 
and risk signature for predicting survival of HNSCC patients. (B) 
ROC analysis of the risk scores for overall prognosis prediction. The 
AUC was calculated for ROC curves, and sensitivity and specificity 
were calculated to assess score performance. Proportional hazards 
model results. (C) Areas under curves (AUCs) for predicting one 
year survival with DEFB1, PTX3 and SEMA3G. (D,E) 3-, 5- year no-
mogram calibration curves of entire TCGA cohort.

Figure 4: Confirmation of this immune-correlated mRNA risk 
model for forecasting HNSCC prognosis in the training set. (A) 
Heatmap of the 6 immune-related mRNA expression in HNSCC. 
The color from red to green shows a trend from high expression 
to low expression. (B) The survival status and duration of HNSCC 
patients. (C) Distribution of mRNA model risk score. (C) The heat-
map plot of the IRGPI risk grouping and clinical characteristic. Age, 
Gender, Grade, Stage, T, M, N are shown as patient annotations. 
(F, G) Univariate and Multivariate Cox regression analysis results in 
the clinic pathologic factors and the risk score. 

Figure 5: Tumor-infiltrating immune cells by different IRGPI 
group in head and neck carcinoma. (A) The landscape of 22 im-
mune cells in each group. Each type of immune cell represented by 
various color. (B) The Wilcoxon rank-sum test displayed the differ-
ence in high and low IRGPs groups. (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, 
P < 0.001). 

Figure 6: The function of tumor-infiltrating immune cells calcu-
lated by ssGSEA from different IRGPI group. (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 
0.01; ***, P < 0.001). 

Figure 7: Correlation between immune check-point inhibitors 
and this IRGPI signature. (A) Correlation analyses between im-
mune check-point inhibitors CD274, PDCD1, PDCD1LG2, CTLA4, 
HAVCR2, and IDO1 and our IRGPI signature. Correlation between 
this signature and CD8+T cells. (B-J) association between this sig-
nature and ICIs. P<0.05.
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Figure 8: SEMA3G overexpression inhibits HNSCC cell line mul-
tiplication and migration capacity. SEMA3G (A) mRNA expression 
in HNSCC cell lines and normal human respiratory tract epithelial 
cells. SEMA3G (B) mRNA expression in TU212 and Fadu cell lines 
transfected with overexpression SEMA3G plasmid. (C) Proliferation 
assays were performed in TU212 and Fadu cells through CCK-8 as-
say when SEMA3G was overexpressed. (D) Transwell migration as-
say of TU212 and Fadu cell lines treated with SEMA3G overexpres-
sion. (E) Wound healing assays of TU212 and Fadu cell lines treated 
with SEMA3G overexpression. *P < 0.05.

Table 1: Univariate Cox analysis showed 6 IRGs affecting the 
HNSCC prognosis.

id HR (95% CI) P value

AR 0.68(0.48-0.97) 0.034

DEFB1 1.00(1.00-1.00) 0.036

LRRK2 0.69(0.49-0.96) 0.030

PTX3 1.03(1.00-1.05) 0.036

SEMA3G 0.78(0.65-0.94) 0.009

ULBP2 1.02(1.00-1.03) 0.030

CI: confidence interval; HR: Hazard ratio.

Table 2: Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis.

Variable
Univariate Cox regression Multivariate Cox regression

HR(95% CI) P value HR(95% CI) P value

Age 1.03(1.01-1.04) <0.001 1.31(1.02-1.05) <0.001

Gender 0.76(0.55-1.05) 0.098

Grade 1.11(0.88-1.41) 0.375

Stage 1.40(1.16-1.69) <0.001 1.44(1.18-1.75) <0.001

Risk Score 1.73(1.36-2.20) <0.001 1.75(1.38-2.22) <0.001

CI: confidence interval; HR: Hazard ratio.

Table 3: Associations between risk scores and clinicopathologi-
cal characteristics in clinical HNSCC cohort.

Characteristics Total Risk Scores P value

Low (n=17) 2.68 High (n=16) 2.68

Age,ys 33

≤60 16 9 8 0.500

>60 18 8 8

Gender 0.700

Male 30 16 14

Female 4 2 2

Smoking 0.093

Yes 25 15 10

None 9 2 6

Drinking 0.270

Yes 22 10 12

None 12 7 4

Location 0.035

Larynx 12 8 4

Hypopharynx 9 2 5

Oral cavity+oropharynx 12 7 7

T stage <0.001

I+II+III 19 16 2

IV 15 1 14

N stage 0.410

0 12 7 5

I+II+III 22 10 11

Clinical stage 0.071

I+II+III 9 7 2

IV 25 10 14

TNM stage, clinical tumor-node-metastasis stage; *P <0.05 was con-
sidered statistically significant; Values are mean ± standard deviation 
or n (%)

tients who benefit were still limited [19-22]. In this study, we 
developed an IRGPI model based on TCGA-HNSCC and validated 
by the GEO database and histological experiment. We further 
explored the immune cell distribution and immune cell infiltra-
tion and further stratified clinically defined groups of patients 
(e.g., clinical stage and pathological grade) into subgroups with 
different survival outcomes. In this research, we explored po-
tential molecular biomarkers related to treatment efficacy to 
provide a newly prognostic biomarker for HNSCC patients.

As we all know, many researchers focused on tumor immuni-
ty, believing that it promoted the tumor immune microenviron-
ment and the development of immunotherapy, which means 
we harvested a deeper understanding of HNSCC development 
and treatment. But, unfortunately, the impact of an effective 
complete immunotherapy database on the survival outcome of 
HNSCC patients is lacking, which needs more researchers to col-
lect and dispose of data. Jingrun Yanga, used cluster, and PCA 
analysis, and identified six immunity gene signatures for pre-
dicting the prognosis of HNSCC [5]. Yue Chen1, reported that 
they developed a prognostic marker to predict the prognosis 
of both conventional therapy and immunotherapy [19]. Hyun 
Chang, CD200R1, a variety of immune mechanisms, is related 

Discussion

Given the complexity anatomical structure and daily func-
tions in the head and neck area, HNSCC patients would face dis-
abilities, so such as losing working ability, which can also affect 
families [18]. Thus, we are committed to exploring new treat-
ment options, to increase the choice of treatment methods and 
construct a prognosis model for HNSCC patients. In recent year, 
there have been substantial significant research on the screen-
ing of IRGPI and clinical drug based on TCGA mRNA sequence, 
but the accuracy of survival estimation and the number of pa-
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to an immune-rich microenvironment with high immune cell 
estimates [12]. No matter how mutated the germline genetic 
information is, it would reshape the tumor microenvironment 
functional mechanisms and modulatory genes process [23]. Ul-
timately, achievements in scientific research could lead to the 
development of personalized therapeutic strategies. In this re-
search, we identified 3 key Immune-related prognostic genes 
from 525 HNSCC patients. Three of seven IRGPI were reported 
to be involved in tumorigenesis and progression, but there have 
been few regarded reports and lacking tissue and cytological 
experiments. The higher level of DEFB1 targeted inhibition of 
PI3K/mTOR signaling pathway to effectively antitumor [24]. 
SEMA3G also takes part in tumors of the reproductive system 
and nervous system [25,26]. The higher expression of PTX3 
would promote esophageal squamous cell carcinoma occur-
rence and promote cancer migration by a toll-like receptor 4 
(TLR4)/NF-kappaB signaling pathway [27,28]. The difference in 
disease prognosis and tumor clinical stage showed the various 
situation of PTX3 expression [27,29]. Research suggested that 
PTX3 affects the prognosis of a tumor by regulating stem cell 
and macrophage polarization [30]. Other studies have shown 
that PTX3 can promote epidermal growth factor secretion to 
enhance head and neck cellular biological behavior [31,32]. 
Therefore, we hope our results would help to identify the IRGPI 
risk model for HNSCC, providing insights into the development 
of novel biomarkers and further research into individualized tar-
geted drug therapy.

In this research, according to the result of cibersort and ssG-
SEA, we found the different expressions of risk genes influence 
immune cell distribution and immune cell infiltration, which can 
be exploited to promote tumor cells metastasis, angiogenesis, 
and growth. Interesting, we definitely find differences between 
multiple immune cells in the high - and low-risk groups and dif-
ferent subtypes of immune cells play different roles in our re-
sults, such as M1 macrophages and M2 macrophages. Besides, 
these also affected the survival of HNSCC patients, which made 
exploring the effectiveness of the response to immunotherapy 
meaningful. The immune system can produce immunosuppres-
sive mediators and promote immunomodulatory cell types to 
evade the host immune in HNSCC [33]. In head and neck cancer, 
different anatomical subsite and etiological agent will be infil-
trated variously by the extent and composition of the immune 
cell [34]. A recent study suggested stromal components played 
an important role in the development, establishment, and pro-
gression of HNSCC [35]. The tumor microenvironment consisted 
of tumor cells and stromal cells, which include endothelial cells, 
cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), and immune cells [35]. 
Each ingredient performs a variety of functions to influence the 
occurrence and development of tumors. For example, Cancer-
Associated Fibroblasts (CAFs) can stimulate phenotypic trans-
formation and secrete a broad range of growth factors [36]. In 
addition, in a recent study, pirfenidone was regarded as a po-
tential drug for suppressing invasion and potential metastasis 
in breast cancer [13]. Tumor-Associated Macrophages (TAMs) 
also could be induced M2-polarization by cytokines released 
by tumor cells [37]. Thus, the prognosis of tumor patients may 
not only be due to the changes expression of genes in tumor 
cells but also tumor microenvironment especially the stromal 
composition of the HNSCC, which maybe provide a new clinical 
intervention.

We tried to include more databases to rigorously validate 
our biomarkers, but survival data sets and ICI therapy effective-
ness in HNSCC were not so much available. In addition, accord-

ing to the etiology and site of disease leading to heterogeneity 
in tumor prognosis, multiple omics studies may be more con-
ducive to assessing the risk and prognosis of HNSCC [38]. More 
functional experiments in the laboratory and more clinical trials 
needs to verify this risk model. And the interaction analysis with 
the characteristic risk factors of HNSCC need further verification 
in the future, such as smoking, HPV infection, and TP53 high 
expression.

In conclusion, our study proved that these six IRGPI risk score 
models were significantly correlated with HNSCC prognosis and 
immune infiltration. In addition, we built a prognostic model to 
evaluate the correlation of ICIs genes in HNSCC. These results 
provide novel biomarkers and promising avenues for immuno-
therapy in HNSCC.

Materials and methods

Data download

546 HNSCC samples RNA sequencing [fragments per kilo 
base of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) values] 
data and their clinical information were downloaded from The 
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database (https://portal.gdc.can-
cer.gov/projects/TCGA-HNSC), including 502 cancer samples 
and 44 normal samples. 270 HNSCC samples (GSE65858) and 66 
HNSCC samples (GSE85446) RNA sequencing and the survival 
information were downloaded from the Gene Expression Om-
nibus (GEO) database (https: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). 
The lists of immune-related genes were downloaded from the 
ImmPort (https://www.immport.org/shared/home) and Innat-
eDB (https://www.innatedb.com/) databases. 

Identification immune-related hub genes and function of 
enrichment analysis

 Based on RNA-sequence data of HNSCC samples (502 tu-
mors vs. 44 normal samples) obtained from TCGA database, 
the lists of differentially expressed genes (FDR < 0.05, |logFC| 
> 1) were identified by using the limma package of R [39]. Af-
ter intersection the context of the immune-related gene lists 
obtained from ImmPort and InnateDB. The key selected differ-
entially expressed genes were obtained and further analyzed 
by using Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 
and Genomes (KEGG) analyses with the clusterProfiler package 
of R [40]. 

WGCNA

Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) 
is a method capable of exploring the relationship of clusters 
(modules) of highly correlated genes and external sample traits 
[41]. In our study, whole immune-related genes DEGs (accord-
ing to P) were constructed by using the expression data of TCGA 
cohort by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient. The 
similarity matrix was transformed into an adjacency matrix 
with a network type of signed and a soft threshold of 5 and 
then transformed into a topological matrix with the Topological 
Overlap Measure (TOM) describing the degree of association 
between genes. 1-TOM was used as the distance to cluster the 
genes, and then the dynamic pruning tree was built to identify 
the modules. Finally, we identified seven modules by setting 
the merging threshold function at 0.3. The highest correlation 
modules (turquoise modules) with clinical traits ware regarded 
as key module and selected to identify as significantly tumor-
associated immune-related hub genes for further analysis.
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Generation of the Risk Score

 The prognostic analysis was performed for each gene (total 
115) in the turquoise modules using a univariate Cox regression 
model. A total of 7 genes with significant prognosis and clini-
cal traits were extracted for further multivariate Cox regression 
analysis. To validate the prognostic value of this model, we eval-
uated IRGS by Kaplan Meier (KM) survival curves with log-rank 
tests and built a nomogram to predict survival probabilities of 
HNSCC at 3, 5 years. Then, we compared baseline information 
with two IRGs subgroups, which divide the samples with high 
(n=251) and low (n=251) risk groups using the limma package of 
R, and the results are presented in a landscape map.

Tumor immune microenvironment and Immune checkpoint 
blockade

 In TCGA 502 HNSCC samples expression data was imported 
into CIBERSORT (https://cibersort. stanford.edu/) to estimate 
the relative proportion of 22 types of immune cells. Then sin-
gle sample GSEA (ssGSEA) analysis was performed on several 
representative gene sets with the GSVA package of R, and KM 
survival curves were used to explore the survival of different 
immune cells types in different risk subtypes [42]. To further 
explore enhanced immunotherapy effectiveness, we evaluated 
the relationship among hub genes and six key genes of immune 
checkpoint inhibitors therapy, including programmed death 1 
(PDCD1), programmed death ligand 1 (CD274), programmed 
death ligand 2 (PDCD1LG2), T-cell immunoglobulin domain 
and mucin domain-containing molecule-3 (HAVCR2), cytotoxic 
T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4), and indoleamine 2, 3- dioxy-
genase 1 (IDO1) in HNSCC [43]. We analyzed the interaction and 
correlation between selected immune-related prognosis genes 
and these six immune checkpoint blockade key genes expres-
sion.

Patients and samples

We collected 34 patients with squamous cell carcinoma of 
the head and neck from the Department of Otolaryngology of 
the First Affiliated Hospital of China Medical University and were 
diagnosed with squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck 
by the pathologist. All patients included in the study signed an 
informed consent form, and the whole consent procedure was 
approved by the ethical standards defined by Institutional Eth-
ics Review Committee of The First Affiliated Hospital of China 
Medical University (Approval number 2022-24-2). We respec-
tively defined the central part of the tumor and the part 1cm 
away from the cancer as cancer and normal tissue. The clinical 
information of patients is summarized in Table 3. 

Cell Culture and Transfection

 Thanks to the Department of Genetics, China Medical Uni-
versity granted the Head and neck cancer cell lines (TU212 and 
Fadu) and human respiratory epithelium cell line (BEAS-2B). BE-
AS-2B cells were cultivated in DMEM and TU212 cells were cul-
tivated in 1640 with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), along with 
100 U/mL penicillin and streptomycin and Fadu cells were cul-
tivated in MEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), along with 
100 U/mL penicillin and streptomycin. The expression vectors 
for SEMA3G were designed and synthesized (Syngenbio). Over 
expression and control vectors were transfected into TU212 and 
Fadu cells using the lipofectamine 8000 protocol (beyotime) 
[44]. 

qRT-PCR 

Total RNA was extracted from the patient’s tumor and nor-
mol tissues using TRIZOL reagent (Vazyme, Nanjing, China) and 
reverse-transcribed to cDNA using HiScript® III RT SuperMix for 
qPCR (+gDNA wiper) (Vazyme, Nanjing, China), following the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Then, qRT-PCR was performed 
using ChamQ SYBR qPCR Master Mix (Without ROX) (Vazyme, 
Nanjing, China). The expression levels were normalized to the 
internal control, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(GAPDH), and relative expressions were calculated by the 
2−∆∆Ct method. Primer designs were derived from PRIMER 
bank (https://pga.mgh.harvard.edu/primerbank/) and Primer 
synthesis were derived from GENEWIZ. The primer sequences 
were as follows: 

PTX3 Forward primer (5′-3′): CATCTCCTTGCGATTCTGTTTTG;

PTX3 Reverse Primer (5′-3′): CCATTCCGAGTGCTCCTGA;

SEMA3G Forward primer (5′-3′): CAGAGGATGGGACCTACGATG;

SEMA3GC Reverse Primer (5′-3′): GTTGGCACCTTAAACACCTGG;

DEFB1 Forward primer (5′-3′): ATGAGAACTTCCTACCTTCTGCT;

DEFB1 Reverse Primer (5′-3′): TCTGTAACAGGTGCCTTGAATTT;

GAPDH Forward primer (5′-3′): GGAGCGAGATCCCTCCAAAAT;

GAPDH Reverse Primer (5′-3′): GGCTGTTGTCATACTTCTCATGG;

Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8)

The control group and cells with high SEMA3G expression 
were digested with trypsin, and complete medium was used to 
suspend the cells, adjusting the density to 2000 cells/well. The 
cells were inoculated in a 96-well plate and put the plate in the 
incubator for the appropriate time (e.g., 6, 12, 24, or 48 hours). 
Add 10 μL of CCK8 solution to each well of the plate using a re-
petitive pipette and put plates in the incubator for 2 hours, and 
using an enzyme marker measured absorbance at 450 nm and 
Image J software.

Transwell Assay

To explore the function of SEMA3G in an HNSCC cell line, 
over expression and control vectors were transfected into 
TU212 and Fadu cells using the lipofectamine 3000 protocol. 
24 hours after transfection, the transformed cells (5x104) were 
suspended in 200 μL serum-free medium and inoculated into 
the upper chamber. 600 μL complete medium containing 10% 
was added to the lower chamber. The transwell device was then 
incubated for 2 days, cells in the inferior chamber were fixed 
with 4% formaldehyde for 15 min, and dyed with 0.1% crystal 
violet for 15 min. Cells in the upper chamber were removed 
with a cotton swab. Cell migration was observed using an in-
verted microscope (Olympus, Japan).

Wound Healing Assay

Draw a horizontal line on the bottom of a 6-well plate cov-
ered with cells. Next day, 100uL tip head used to make a scratch 
on the bottom and intersected with the mark line. And then, 
the cells were washed 2–3 times with PBS and fresh serum-free 
medium was added. The cells were incubated for 24 hours, ob-
served under a microscope and photographed. The proportion 
of migrated cells was calculated using Image J software.
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Statistical analysis

An independent t test was performed to compare continu-
ous variables between two groups. Univariate survival analysis 
was performed by K-M survival analysis with the log-rank test. 
Multivariate survival analysis was performed using the Cox re-
gression model. Associations between risk scores and other 
clinical features in HNSCC patients were analyzed with Fisher 
exact test or chi-square test. A two-sided P < 0.05 was consid-
ered significant.
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